ACRONYMS USED

RiderCoach Preparatory Workshop (RCP) – Trains experienced riders to become certified RiderCoaches in either BRC2013 or BRCu. Course is typically 8 days in length

Transitional RiderCoach Preparatory Workshop (T-RCP) – Transitions RiderCoaches certification from the older BRC2013 to the newer BRCu. Course is typically 3 days in length.

RiderCoach Preparatory Trainer Course (RCPT) - Certifies Current RiderCoaches to train new RiderCoaches, Train-the-Trainer course.

Military Sportbike RiderCoach Certification Course (MSRC CC)-Takes current RiderCoaches and certifies them to train the MSRC. Course is typically 5 days in length

Advanced RiderCoach Certification Course (ARC CC)-Takes current RiderCoaches and certifies them to train the ARC.

REGULATORY GUIDANCE

Department of Defense Instruction 6055.04: Currently under revision.


CANDIDATE QUALIFICATIONS

BRC/BRCu:

1. Be an active an experienced motorcycle rider

2. Submit RiderCoach Preparation Application to hosting installation who will send to RCT for final acceptance as a RiderCoach candidate.

3. Complete the RiderCoach Preparation Checklist, candidates are highly encouraged to complete prior to attendance.

4. Attend a BRC2013 or BRCu within 3 to 6 months of workshop attendance. Not mandatory but highly encouraged to help ensure success of candidate.

ARC/MSRC:

1. Must currently be an active RiderCoach

2. Must have taught as a minimum 6 BRC, or BRCu courses or if BRC2 or BRC2u a minimum of 12 classes. Note: It takes 2 BRC2 or BRC2u to count as 1 BRC or BRCu.

3. Be an active and experience motorcycle rider. MSRC CC candidates must ride a sport bike.
4. Submit ARC/MSRC CC application to hosting installation who will send to RCT for final acceptance as a RiderCoach candidate.

5. Have letter of recommendation from RERP sponsor and current driving record covering past 5 years.

Pre-Course assignment

Note: All required paperwork will be submitted to RERP sponsor and copies sent to RiderCoach Trainer.

*Questions regarding attendance and qualifications should be addressed to RiderCoach Trainer or sponsoring RERP.